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In this issue we focus on:
l Changed Drawdown Structure
l The Government’s Key Proposal
l Likely Outcomes

The Chancellor’s surprise Budget changes to private pension benefit structures have received so much press
comment that they have almost become old news before they’ve come into effect. It is therefore both helpful and
instructive to reality check the proposals by studying the Consultation document, Freedom & Choice In
Pensions.pdf. Simply google this phrase to find it on line. 

The all-Party support expressed in favour of the proposed reforms should mean that recommended major changes
have every chance of coming into effect on 6th April next year. So, full marks to George Osborne for first rate
political opportunism - and for breaking the mould of pension repression.

The proposed lifting of many of the restrictions that constrain annual drawdown limits from ‘defined contribution’
(DC) pension arrangements, is the best news that everyone with ‘DC’ pension plans, has heard for many a year.
It places pension saving right back at the top of the “must do” list of personal and corporate long-term financial
provision.

Structural Changes
Our Blog of 21st March detailed the immediate changes – and made comment on the intended new freedoms
within the Chancellor’s proposals. All that’s needed for now is to recognise that the threshold for ‘Flexible
Drawdown’ has dropped from £20,000 per annum to £12,000 per annum and the increased Drawdown limit of
150% of GAD, will be effective immediately for members now initiating benefit crystallisation. For those already in
Drawdown (but not in Flexible Drawdown), access to the increased pension income ‘freed up’ by the higher 150%
GAD limit will become available upon the next anniversary date of their drawdown year.

Whether any of these calculation and reporting structures will still be a requirement after April 2015 remains 
to be seen.

Key Proposal
So, finally, it looks as though we’re to be trusted with our own money. This most welcome proposal was much
easier to introduce than might initially have been thought – thanks largely to Iain Duncan Smith’s Welfare Reform
and the new single-tier flat rate State Pension, coming into effect on 6th April 2016. These structural changes will
finally square off the unfathomable mess of multi-tiered partially means-tested State benefits – and remove the
safety net that has for so long rendered low level pension saving to be all but pointless. 

Once the new pension freedoms are in place, will it really matter if a retiree wants to uplift his pension benefits and
pay off his mortgage – or buy a new car or go on a world cruise? Of course it won’t – it’s what freedom looks like!
And – sweeter still, HMRC will benefit from a boost in tax revenues - whilst the economy benefits from the increased
spending.

So everyone benefits? Well yes – at least everyone with DC benefits – and partly (regrettably) because the average
DC pension fund is unlikely to carry a value of more than £50,000. Funds at this level deliver cash and pension
benefits of such meagre amounts (thanks to Government policy on interest rate intervention) that short period total
benefit withdrawal has a lot going for it. 
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Of course, some retirees will have more than one pension pot – and perhaps command sufficient funds to finance
them throughout retirement. Here, the potential to exhaust such funds through accelerated withdrawal over just
two or three years is causing the Jeremiahs to warn of calamitous outcomes. What of those many years after the
spending spree they say, when as a result of the coming pension and welfare reform, State Pension is likely to be
the only income left to sustain them in retirement? Isn’t this just a political stunt to encourage the retiring ‘baby
boomers’ to mortgage their futures and help keep the economy afloat?

I don’t doubt that there is some truth in this but I also think that such pessimism does grave injustice to all retirees.
Budding retirees know a great deal more about income and expenditure than many in employment. The retirees
are the ones who’ve spent countless years accumulating their benefits – so they’re not the ones to lecture on the
perils of heedless spending! But, in any event, that’s freedom for you, free to do whatever you like – with your own
future. We celebrate that! 

You’ll have recognised by now that the proposed pension freedoms don’t, at present, relate to ‘Defined Benefit’
(DB) pension arrangements. Public sector DB schemes are specifically excluded from the Consultation, however
consideration is being given to include DB schemes in the private sector. It’s nevertheless hard to see how
comparable freedoms can be extended to private sector DB members without huge disruption to scheme funding
costs, scheme funding levels and ultimately DB scheme survivability. We’ll see what comes from the consultation.

Likely Outcomes
And what of the future effect of the Government’s intended new pension freedoms? I see it like this:

l Pensions will, in future, rank above ISAs as the primary long term saving vehicle for every employed person.

l Pension freedom will be a real shot in the arm for the millions now contemplating ‘Auto-Enrolment’ into
Workplace Pensions.

l The concept of saving solely for a ‘distant pension’ need no longer carry that single purpose. With a potential
benefit age of 55 (increasing to 57) the option to save for a later life ‘career change’ – or business venture -
or to bridge a gap between early retirement and receipt of preserved DB pension benefits (even of State
Pension) - will all present themselves as alternative pension fund objectives.

Add to these advantages the freedom to ‘self-administer’ – and you’ve got a winner!

Geoffrey Stait
3 April 2014
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